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In multihop ad hoc networks that use conventional IEEE 802.11, long

transient resynchronisation states are often generated when multiple

IBSSs merge. A simple modification of the conventional timing

synchronisation method is proposed to reduce such synchronis-

ation bottlenecks. When the proposed modification is applied, a

self-adaptive synchronisation ability is observed in simulations,

which makes resynchronisation times much shorter and reduces

energy consumption.

Introduction: The ad hoc mode of the IEEE 802.11 standard (herein-

after abbreviated as 802.11) supports the formation of independent basic

service sets (IBSSs) in the absence of an access point. Based on the

802.11 media access control (MAC) protocol [1], large mobile ad hoc

networks (MANET) are now being developed. In addition, as the nodes

(mobile PCs or PDAs) become smaller, more efficient, power-saving

control is required, and the transmission ranges of nodes should be

limited if possible. In such networks, the timing synchronisation func-

tion (TSF) is one of the essential integral components, since timing

synchronisation is required for frequency-hopping spread spectrum and

synchronous power-saving control. In this 802.11 TSF, each node

transmits a beacon that carries timing information only when the node

is elected through the contention of neighbouring nodes.

This contention is based on a random process and is supposed to

provide a fair election of the beacon transmission node. Most conven-

tional studies on this timing synchronization problem have assumed

closed, isolated networks within a single IBSS [2, 3]. In contrast to such

ideal static cases, timing synchronisation in dynamic environments is

currently being considered (e.g. for the cases of merging two IBSSs [4]

and of resynchronisation in large, multihop networks [5]). In this Letter,

we consider MANET in such dynamic situations, and propose a simple

modification of the 802.11 TSF. Interestingly, this simple modification

greatly reduces the transient resynchronisation time, especially for

larger networks with hundreds of nodes that maintain a relatively

small total number of awake nodes. The reason for the efficiency of

the present method is also investigated by systematic simulation and

analysis, revealing a kind of self-organised adaptive process that

enables fast resynchronisation.

Synchronisation bottlenecks: We consider the simple, but generic

examples shown in Fig. 1. Systematic simulations of the synchronisa-

tion process were carried out by changing the number of nodes as well

as the transmission range (R) of nodes.
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Fig. 1 Beacon propagation in multihop networks

a Initial state
b Beacon collisions during synchronisation bottleneck
c Initial state for merging two-cell case
d Beacon collisions during bottleneck

As shown in Fig. 1a, 143 synchronised nodes (denoted by �)

belonging to the same IBSS are randomly placed in a 220� 220 m

grid, and a node (denoted by s) belonging to another IBSS with a later

TSF timing is then moved to a certain position. Even though this node

is fixed, its transmission range can temporally become wider. This has

the same effect as the above case of node movement. Both the above

situations initiate a resynchronisation process until all the nodes (144

nodes in this example) eventually become resynchronised to the later

timing (s). Since this resynchronisation time depends on the transmis-

sion range of the nodes as well as on the position of the introduced

node, we systematically change the transmission range (R) from 24 to

360 m (by 4 m intervals) and 10 000 trials are carried out for each R

with a randomly positioned joining node. To consider the worst-case

scenario of the synchronisation process, the power-saving timing of the

introduced node is initially set 180� out of phase to that of the original

nodes in these simulations. Namely, the introduced node is awake when

most of (but not all of) the other nodes are in the power-saving state.

Note that only awake nodes can receive beacons, and a node remains in

its awake state for one beacon period (�100 ms: awake=power-saving
cycle) directly after the node has transmitted a beacon by beacon

contention (BC). This is the reason why the resynchronisation process

becomes complicated and often requires a long time.

As a limiting case of Fig. 1a, we also consider the case of merging

two IBSSs (cells), as shown schematically in Fig. 1c. This situation

arises when two small rooms (in which any two nodes can directly

communicate) are joined by a short corridor.

To clarify the essential mechanism of the beacon propagation, the

present simulations assume that node movement can be neglected in the

resynchronisation process. In addition, the following simplifying

assumptions are made: (1) the transmission range is time-constant

and uniform over the nodes; (2) the transmission delay of the beacons

carrying the TSF timing is negligible compared to a single beacon slot

(50 ms in this case); and (3) small mismatches in clock frequencies are

negligible compared to the timescale of the awake=power-saving cycle

(beacon period), as a first approximation. Later, we consider factors (2)

and (3) to be non-negligible and analyse their effects.
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Fig. 2 Simulation data

a Average resynchronisation time with respect to transmission range, for case of
Fig. 1a
b Number of awake nodes during resynchronisation process
c Number of awake nodes in static state
d Average resynchronisation time against total number of nodes (N) in an IBSS,
for case of Fig. 1c

The simulation results obtained are summarised in Fig. 2, in which

the averaged resynchronisation times are plotted against the transmis-

sion ranges (data plotted with� in Fig. 2a). This data set is obtained

using a regular array of 144 nodes. For other node configurations,

including the totally random case and the randomly disturbed array

case, we have observed a pattern similar to that shown in Fig. 2a. For

the case in which the range of R is larger than 140 m, as shown in Fig.

2a, a synchronisation bottleneck emerges. This long resynchronisation
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time can be explained by a spatio-temporal pattern of beacon propaga-

tions and frequent beacon collisions, as shown in Fig. 1b (for details,

see [5]). In other words, this bottleneck comes from the combination of

the multihop network structure and the beacon contention (BC)

mechanism in the 802.11 TSF. We analysed this BC process in detail

when the bottleneck emerged and found that the fairness in beacon

transmission is lost because nodes near the boundary of the network can

transmit beacons more frequently than other nodes. This is because the

802.11 TSF adopts a local BC, which is no longer fair when the local

node density is not uniform over the network.

Simple method to reduce synchronisation bottleneck: Since loss of

fair beacon transmission causes synchronisation bottleneck, an intui-

tive method of bottleneck reduction is to regulate the beacon trans-

missions of nodes near the boundary. In the present simulations,

nodes with larger BT values near the boundary are selected, whereas

other nodes are selected with smaller BT values. This is because BC

becomes less competitive near the boundary. Therefore, we should

examine what happens when each node regulates the beacon trans-

mission for the case in which the BT is larger than a certain threshold.

To examine this idea concretely and ensure that it is logically

consistent with the 802.11 TSF, the following assumptions are

introduced: (i) for a node selected by BC, the beacon transmission

is cancelled if its BT exceeds a given threshold; and (ii) such a node

maintains its awake state over one beacon period directly after the

cancellation of the beacon transmission.

In Fig. 2, we compare three numerical data sets (plotted by þ, *, and

u symbols) obtained using the proposed method to that obtained using

the original 802.11 TSF (�). These three data sets are obtained by

averaging over 10 000 trials when the BT threshold is set to one, two

and three beacon slots, respectively. It is noted that, even in the worst

instances of these three data, the synchronisation time is shorter than

that of the 802.11 case. In Fig. 2a (and Fig. 2d), the data plotted by

theþ symbols show a performance that is several times better than the

802.11 TSF (plotted by the� symbols), except for certain short

transmission ranges (R < 60 m). In these simulations, the number of

awake nodes is also analysed systematically both for the resynchronisa-

tion process (Fig. 2b) and for the static states after the resynchronisation

has been completed (Fig. 2c), where R is set to 240 m. In Fig. 2b, all

three data sets (þ, *, and u) have a larger number of awake nodes

(averaging approximately five awake nodes) than that for the 802.11

(�). However, the total number of awake nodes required until the

resynchronisation is complete becomes smaller in these three cases,

because the resynchronisation time is much shorter than in the 802.11

case. In Fig. 2c, the number of awake nodes is approximately the same

(� one node on average) for R larger than 180 m. In addition, in the

proposed method, the total number of beacon transmissions is always

less than that of the 802.11 TSF, which is a direct consequence of

assumptions (i) and (ii). Thus, the total energy consumption in the

proposed method is expected to be smaller than that of the 802.11 TSF.
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Fig. 3 Resynchronisation process

Bottleneck reduction mechanism: In this Section, we analyse the

reduction of the synchronisation bottleneck in the proposed method,

and the observed efficiency is explained. Fig. 3 shows the number of

remaining, non-resynchronised nodes (� in Fig. 1) against time for the

four cases (þ, *, u and �) corresponding to the data shown in Fig. 2.

Initially, there are 143 nodes, and the number of nodes decreases

monotonically as the synchronisation proceeds. In the 802.11 TSF a

long bottleneck always emerges. In contrast, in the proposed method,

such a bottleneck is reduced (þ; *, and u symbols in Fig. 3), where a

rapid resynchronisation emerges in several dozen nodes simultaneously,

leading to total resynchronisation. This rapid resynchronisation, which is

a characteristic feature of the proposed method, is a byproduct of

modifications (i) and (ii) above. A brief explanation of this mechanism

is as follows: (a) as the resynchronisation proceeds, the density of the

non-resynchronised nodes is gradually lowered; (b) for such a low node

density, BC becomes less competitive and modifications (i) and (ii) often

cause some of the nodes to remain awake simultaneously; and (c) in this

case, if some of the nodes within another IBSS (s) transmit beacons,

then they are received by these non-resynchronised nodes, whereupon

resynchronisation is completed in a single beacon cycle.

Thus, the bottleneck reduction in the proposed method is realised by

a kind of self-adaptive, rapid synchronisation process, which is

achieved through a simple modification of the 802.11 TSF. The above

observation is also verified through a modified simulation protocol, as

per [3], including simplification factors (2) and (3) mentioned above.

We expect the proposed self-adaptive algorithm to be beneficial also in

the activity-scheduling problem in flooding algorithms [6], which is

now under investigation.
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